
BRUSH SYNCHRONOUS  
MOTOR SYSTEMS
AN ENABLER FOR DECARBONISATION 

Supporting ambitious climate change 
targets whilst delivering maximum 
economic benefits.

Key benefits

Decarbonisation Reduced downtime 
 Efficiency Providing engineering-led, cost-effective synchronous motor systems 

for all performance requirements and site-specific conditions.
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Today’s Challenge: 
Decarbonisation of Industry

Defining this decade is a consensus that climate risk 
is economic risk for capital investment. Investment 
will favour opportunities supporting the energy 
transition. Capital will flow to proven 
implementations of sustainable technology. 

Business has always been incentivised to select 
optimal solutions with regards to capital allocation. 
This incentive is no different in justifying the 
consumption of scarce resources. Leveraging 
economies of scale is a logical approach and has 
always applied to the largest industrial processes. 
Enterprises will challenge the scientific and 
engineering community to deliver solutions. 

For true sustainability these solutions need to be 
proven reliable and deliver high availability. They 
need to operate with little or no negative 
externalities. They need to provide a long operating 
life to warrant the consumption of scarce resources 
and high value investment.
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Synchronous motors support climate change targets through higher efficiency and zero emissions.

They offer significant total operating cost savings by reducing the need for regular maintenance 
interventions and avoidance of excessive process downtime. 

As a result, synchronous motors are leveraging their proven reliability in large scale projects and are 
essential for the decarbonisation of industrial processes requiring the movement of large volumes 
of gases and liquids
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eDrive 
solutions

BRUSH is a globally leading authority in synchronous 
machines and the worlds largest independent 
synchronous machine OEM. With a global install base 
in excess of 6,000 synchronous machines and proven 
reliability in supplying highly engineered motor 
applications for the oil and gas industry, BRUSH is 
perfectly placed to provide reliable and cost effective 
solutions in the energy transition.
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BRUSH Synchronous 
Motor Systems at a glance

A typical BRUSH Synchronous Motor 
System consists of:

1    2 pole synchronous motor

2    Variable frequency drive

3     Centrifugal compressor

4    Condition monitoring

5    Grid

    

BRUSH synchronous motor systems overview

Shaft Power

Poles

Voltage per winding

Rated speed

Speed range

Torque and Power
capability

Design standards

Motor protection

Cooling system

Noise level

Excitation

Ambient temperatures

Motor efficiency

 

20MW up to 100MW

2 pole

Up to 15kV

Normally 3000, 3500 or 3600 rpm, but to 
suit application

2520 to 3780 rpm

Constant torque from minimum speed to 
rated speed, and constant power from 
rated speed to maximum continuous speed

IEC 60034, NEMA MG1

Purge and pressurised (Ex P) for:  
EC Ex Zone 2 IIB T3,
ATEX Zone 2 Group II Category 3G,
Ingress Protection to IP56

Closed loop air to water (CACW or TEWAC)

85dB(A) at rated speed

Static or brushless 3 phase

-40 °C to 60 °C

>98%

Condition 
Monitoring and
Control Systems

Centrifugal 
Compressor

Synchronous
Motor

Variable 
Frequency
Drive
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Capabilities & 
Lifecycle Support

Repurposing  
or 

decommissioning

Engineering 

Supply
Installation &  

commissioning  

Initial  
system 
analysis 

Design 

Equipment
maintenance 

& upgrades

BRUSH provides tailor-made solutions 
to cater for your specific needs. 

From initial system analysis, to design, 
engineering, supply, installation, 
commissioning and upgrades of equipment 
through to eventual repurposing or 
decommissioning. We provide lifecycle 
management and support.

Enhancing your system with BRUSH solutions 
is a cost effective and reliable option. 
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Configuration Options –
Tailor-made solutions designed
to meet your exact requirements

We support customers with tailor made solutions that are designed to 
best meet the specific requirements of the process technology, site 
topography and operating environment. 

Our systems can be configured with a variety of Variable Speed Drive 
options.

A dedicated input transformer is used to adapt the network supply 
voltage to the adjustable speed drive input voltage. Either voltage 
source inverters (VSI) or load-commutated inverters (LCI) are used to 
drive the motors. The drives rectify the grid supply into DC and then 
using thyristor based invertors electronically switch the DC current to 
produce a 3-phase AC system of variable frequency and voltage for 
supplying the motor and controlling the speed. The drive smoothly 
accelerates the motor and the load from zero to nominal speed, 
following which the motor is automatically synchronised to the power 
system. The resulting design is the world’s most efficient means of 
converting electrical energy into mechanical energy

Typical synchronous motor applications:

 LNG Liquefaction

 Air Separation

 Pipeline applications

 Blower station steel mills

 Desalination plants

 Water irrigation

 Heavy industry 

Operational Principle & Applications

1



Synchronous motors offer significant advantages over gas turbines as drive systems for 
compressor trains. 

An electrically driven compressor requires less maintenance when compared to a gas 
turbine driven compressor. The reduction in downtime alone is an order of magnitude 
lower than conventional approaches. For a 7mtpa LNG liquefaction facility this equates to 
5 - 8 days saved per annum. 
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Advantages of 
Synchronous Motor Systems –
Technology comparison

Factor

Gas turbineFactor Synchronous Motor

Drive System comparison

Emissions High local CO2 and NOx No emissions

Efficiency for turbines Simple (~40%) CC (~55%)  circa ~98%

Minor Maintenance Interval 4,000h 5 years1

Minor Maintenance Duration 6-10 days 1-2 days

Reliability (MTBF) 4,000h to 10,000h 140,000h

Noise Up to 90dB(A) 85dB(A)

Safety Source of ignition Enhanced safety

Efficiency at slow speed ✗ ✓

Typical Lead-time 18 months +  16 months 

Dimensional weight (incl. auxiliaries) ✗ ✓

Power Factor Correction ✗ ✓

Power supply Fossil fuel Renewable energy

1Subejct to configuration with BRUSH Condition Monitoring System.

All technical and performance data subject is indicative and non-binding, 
subject to review based upon site and application requirements.



The BRUSH range of control and on-line condition monitoring 
products and solutions extends from standardised Automatic 
Voltage Regulators (AVRs), through specially engineered high 
current static excitation systems, to customised on-line 
monitoring and control systems.

The range includes Power Management Systems (PMS) which 
vary in complexity from simple single generator to very large 
multigenerator power management systems with over 20,000 
data points. 

Every PMS is engineered to client and project specific 
requirements enabling maximum availability of electrical 
power for critical applications. BRUSH has successfully 
delivered over 300 PMS projects worldwide.

BRUSH supports customers with engineering studies and 
is able to provide various power system study services to 
ensure that the selected equipment is suitable for the 
application and complies with project specifications, 
applicable grid codes and other regulations.

Control & Monitoring

Industry leading control and monitoring systems 
for all types of Synchronous Machines

 

BRUSH has always been at the forefront 
of excitation control with products 
optimised for BRUSH built machines, as 
well as those made by other OEMs. 

BRUSH can provide control of excitation 
for any electrically excited synchronous 
machine (generator, motor or condenser/ 
compensator) to any client specific 
requirement.

BRUSH excitation systems offer:
 Dual Channels
 Power System Stabiliser
 Synchroniser
 Rotor Ground Fault Detection
 Excitation Limiters
 SCADA/ DCS Communications
 Reactive Power Control
 Logic and Sequencing Control

Excitation Systems (Automatic
Voltage Regulators – AVRs)
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BRUSH GCPs are equipped with the 
necessary excitation control and 
protection equipment required to 
enable optimal performance of 
generators and motors.

BRUSH GCPs offer:

 AVR (Automatic Voltage Regulator / 
 Excitation Control System)
 Synchronizing Systems
 Generator Protection Functions
 Step Up Transformer 
 Protection Functions
 Condition Monitoring
 Tariff Metering
 Human Machine Interface (HMI)
 Time Synchronisation

  

Generator Control 
& Protection (GCP)

BRUSH provides generator terminal 
cubicles (GTCs) for lineside and 
neutral side stator connection up 
to 10,000A, for both new build and 
retrofit generators.

BRUSH GTCs can be mounted 
directly to a machine thereby 
allowing availability of space within 
switch-rooms.

BRUSH GTCs offer:
 Voltage Transformers and 
 Current Transformers
 Partial Discharge Monitoring
 Customisation for Special 
 Project Requirements
 Neutral Earthing (grounding) 
 Equipment (either in neutral
 cubicle or in separate cubicle)

4
Generator Line & Neutral
Cubicles (GTC)

2
Power Management 
Systems (PMS)

 

 

BRUSH PRISMIC® PMS provides real time 
intelligent automation of mission critical 
electrical power systems.

BRUSH PRISMIC® PMS systems are used 
worldwide for applications within Oil & Gas 
Companies, Power Utilities, Infrastructure, 
Defense, Data Centres etc.

BRUSH PRISMIC® PMSs offer:
 Load Shedding Systems
 Remedial Action Schemes
 Smart Grid Solutions
 Governor and AVR adjustment
 Generator Dispatch
 Load Feeder Inhibition
 Load Reconnection
 Controlled Load Reduction
 Operator Control via HMI
 Data transfer to DCS/SCADA Systems
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The BRUSH CMS provides analysis of data by BRUSH 
subject matter experts, enabling owners of synchronous 
machines and other electrical equipment to receive 
expert OEM insight and recommendations, improve 
machine availability and control maintenance costs.

The BRUSH CMS includes electronic hardware and 
software to enable monitoring of critical parameters using 
an automated system to record and present data to 
enable assessment of equipment condition. 

Each BRUSH CMS installation feeds data via a BRUSH 
subject matter expert to ensure that the system 
integrates expertise from BRUSH engineers who have 
OEM design and commissioning knowledge. This ensures 
that the equipment owners/operators receive only 
prompts and necessary information to optimise 
maintenance of equipment whilst avoiding data overload.

In depth analysis of machine operating point over 
time, with possibility to benchmark anonymously 
against similar applications/operators.
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Condition Monitoring System (CMS)

BRUSH CMS: System Architecture

Subject Matter Expert Report: 
PQ Duration Chart

BRUSH CMS: Features

1. Real time data and notifications within 
 Condition Monitoring dashboard

2. Scheduled reports with subject 
 matter expert contribution

3. Unscheduled reports triggered by condition data

4. Monthly subject matter expert review  with 
 recommendations and insights (for CMS trial)

5. Duty cycle analysis 

6. PQ Duration Chart

7. Cybersecurity
 • Secure data transfer using  certificate-based encryption 
 • Secure hardware with patching and security updates

Machine Site owner/operatorEdge device BRUSH Subject  matter expert

Benefits 
of CMS:

Safeguard 
against unplanned 

outages

Optimise 
maintenance 
interventions

Develop insights 
into asset 
duty cycle

Support capital 
investment
decisions

Avoid data 
overload

Develop in-house 
knowledge
and skills



Ormen Lange, which translated means “Long Snake”, is 
located 120km off the northwest coast of Norway at a 
water depth of 800 – 1100 metres.
It is Norway’s second largest gas field with estimated gas reserves of 395 billion cubic 
meters, and an annual production of 20 billion cubic metres. Gas production from the 
Ormen Lange Field on the Norwegian continental shelf started on 13th September 2007.

Powering one of the worlds longest gas pipelines

At the heart of this historic project, to deliver gas via the 1200km “Langeled” sub sea gas 
pipeline, the second longest in the world, from Nyhamna in Norway to Easington on the UK 
east coast, are four 48MW export gas compressors driven by BRUSH MAX 2-pole 
synchronous motors.

As part of the customer’s rigorous testing programme for these 
machines, certified for hazardous area operation, the motors were 
required to perform a 48MW full load, full speed, back to back test with 
the project drive equipment. In addition, a variable speed, full load string 
test was carried out with the contract compressor equipment.

The project, seen as one of the industry's most successful development 
programmes, delivered on time and on budget. Today the facility is 
operated by Norske Shell and delivers over 20% of the UK's gas.
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Close up: Synchronous Motors 
for compressor drives. 

“The units are 
working to plan 
with no issues, 
a real credit to 
BRUSH engineering 
and build”
Project Manager, 
Ormen Lange

Over 
15 years of 

reliable, efficient, 
zero emission

performance, in an 
industry-changing 

application.

Powering 
the worlds 

second largest 
sub-sea pipeline 
delivering over 

20% of UK 
gas

Operating at speeds between 2,520 rpm and 
3,780 rpm, these closed circuit air to water 
(CACW) cooled MAX motors are a derivative 
of the very successful BRUSH DAX range of 
turbogenerators.

The motors are configured for variable speed 
operation powered by a load commutated 
inverter (LCI). Nyhamna Gas Plant
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Why  
BRUSH?

Rotor modelling and analysis

Proven rotor and stator design

Performance across wide operating speed range

In depth lateral analysis

In depth torsional analysis

Modelling to cover varying foundation stiffness

Customised rotor profile

Proven ExP solution for operation in hazardous areas

Proven reliable for 15 years in high MW application

Today’s industry challenges require intelligent, engineering-led solutions. 

Being an independent OEM and leading authority on synchronous rotating machines, 
BRUSH is well placed to deliver solutions that provide critical performance based on 
individual customer and process requirements. 

With over 140 years of experience, a global install base of over 6,000 generators, motors 
and condensers, over 300 Power Management Systems and a large, capable and 
enthusiastic engineering team with a “Can-Do” mentality, BRUSH is your partner of choice 
for enabling the transition towards longterm economic sustainability.



JUST CHALLENGE US! 
WE’RE LOOKING FORWARD TO PROVIDING 
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS YOU CAN TRUST
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Providing engineering-led, 
cost-effective systems for all 

performance requirements 
and specific conditions.


